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With his international bestseller The Power of Now nearing one million copies in print, the humble

man known as Eckhart Tolle is fast becoming America&#x92;s most popular spiritual teacher.

Recognized for his unique ability to draw listeners into the awakened state he calls "presence," Tolle

continues to top bestseller lists and fill auditoriums with men and women seeking a deeper sense of

connection with life. Now, in a momentous publishing event, Realizing the Power of Now invites

listeners to immerse themselves in a full-length audio retreat with Eckhart Tolle. Recorded at a rare

five-day gathering led by Eckhart Tolle, here is a special opportunity for those familiar with his work

&#x97; or hearing it for the first time &#x97; to transcend the finite world of fluctuating thoughts,

ambitions, and fears, and touch their true essence. This all-new program includes insights into:

entering the Now through the portal called "allow", how to use the "inner body" and sense

perceptions to find a peace that exists independent of conditions, expanding the space between

thoughts for a deeper experience of the Now, and much more. Spoken simply, with his hallmark

warmth, humor, and compassion, here is Eckhart Tolle&#x92;s full presentation of a beautiful way to

live that arises through Realizing the Power of Now. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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It's hard for me to rate one of Tolle's offerings over another for each of them takes me to that place

that I've always longed for and looked for through a long history of meditation practice (which I

dropped when I first encountered him three years ago). However, if I were put in the position of



saying which of his works after Power of Now is my favorite I would have to say Realizing the Power

of Now is it.The Power of Now snapped me out of the seeker's mode and woke me up to the truth of

my being and the ocean of peace of that's already and always within "me" - it's all I or anyone who

is ready will ever need if they are ripe to accept the invitation to return home to one's being. Once

that invitation has been accepted and the various portals to now are explored it will be seen that

every life situation is another invitation to return home and to deepen presence. That's where

Realizing the Power of Now comes shining through with tremendous clarity, not only for

understanding but for what's most important, the actual experience of being/now/presence.This is a

full-blown retreat and each successive tape takes you a little deeper until at one point near the end

Tolle leads you masterfully to unplumbed depths of being. Those who are familiar with his speaking

style will understand when I say that he has a way of pacing his words and phrases so that one who

listens simply drops into the gaps between them and is left in pure being/pure awareness until

another phrase pops you back into the phenomenal world, and then back into being.It reminds me

of how a wick gets repeatedly dipped in paraffin thus creating a candle. If you want a candle with

some substance to it you must keep dipping it - if you want a life that shines brightly keep dipping

into the now.
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